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Abstract: This paper proposes an Effective Data Emplacement and Classification (EDEC) 
approach for large-scale streaming data applications in heterogeneous cloud environments. It 
introduces a clustering model utilizing map and reduce functions to efficiently provision and 
classify data across resources. The approach leverages distributed computing to handle large 
volumes of unstructured data, offering a cost-effective solution. To address load imbalance, the 
model incorporates heterogeneity-aware scheduling mechanisms. The methodology involves 
MapReduce cluster constraints, dynamic imbalance data processing, task clustering, and adaptive 
task tuning. Genetic algorithms and particle swarm optimization aid in task scheduling and 
regrouping for improved performance. Additionally, bipartite graph modeling facilitates efficient 
resource allocation. The proposed approach is evaluated using Hadoop and demonstrates enhanced 
scalability and efficiency in processing large datasets. 
Keywords: Data Emplacement, Classification, MapReduce, Heterogeneous Cloud Environment, 
Task Scheduling, Genetic Algorithms, and Particle Swarm Optimization. 
1. Introduction 

In this paper, an Effective Data Emplacement and Classification (EDEC) approach for large 
scale streaming data application will be designed in the heterogeneous cloud environment. It acts 
as efficient data clustering model to provide scalability to the data provisioning in the resource 
under shortest duration using map and reduce function. The multi-node cluster index has been set 
to the resource characteristics. It also has proven to be an effective platform to process a large set 
of unstructured data.  
The approach employs the distributed computing at scale usually involving hundreds to thousands 
of machines to facilitate the large scale data processing. It offers a more cost-effective model to 
implement data processing and data placement using multi-node cluster index.  

The variation in refining capabilities on MapReduce nodes results in load imbalance which 
requires separate mechanism to make task scheduling and load balancing as heterogeneity aware 
model for various resource characteristics. MapReduce model uses different constraints and 
configurations based on the resources to balance the data against increasing the efficiency of the 
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resource clusters in the cloud environment on the optimal value of the fitness function of the 
resource schedulers. 
2. Proposed Methodology 
2.1. MapReduce Cluster Constraints  

The data processing model consists of a service manager, several service manager 
candidates, several task execution managers, a cluster coordinator, and metadata storage to define 
data level constraints. The figure 4.1 represents the architecture of distributed data processing 
system. The constraints employed on the various components of the data processing model is as 
follows   
Service Manager  

Service manager manages entire cluster and schedules task instances of user-defined 
distributed stream processing service to distributed nodes for parallel execution. Task execution 
managers manage task executors on each node, and the task executors run each assigned task 
instances as separate threads in the same process space. Task instances are cloned from user-
defined task and they run on distributed nodes in parallel by sharing and partitioning the same 
input data stream (Abhishek Verma et al, 2012). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: Distributed Data Processing System  
Cluster Coordinator  

Cluster coordinator is used for master selection in case of master node’s failure, for shared 
storage and coordination of communication between several cluster components for data level 
evolution in the streams. Metadata storage is for the management of all the data related to the 
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cluster, service, user and QoS (Quality of Service) preferences. In the heterogeneous cloud cluster, 
there are five switches to connect the four computing nodes. 
Task Execution Manager  

Task execution manager is responsible for the task mapping to resource for execution based 
on the conditions. Task executor computes the each node characteristics and makes optimal 
decision. It switches between different computing nodes based on the deadline priorities. The 
optimal performance can be achieved on implementing it as separate service utility.  
2.2. Design of the Proposed Methodology   

The figure 4.2 represents the architecture of an Effective Data Emplacement and 
Classification Approach. The configurations on heterogeneous nodes inevitably lead to sub-
optimal performance. Deriving the optimal configuration is a tedious and error prone process. A 
large number of performance-critical parameter can have complex interplays on data emplacement 
and data classification.  However, it is difficult to construct models to connect parameter setting 
for optimal solution on the MapReduce performance towards data processing.  

The different configurations are needed for different execution phases on the dynamic 
imbalance data. The data classification configurations should also be changed in response to the 
changes in the heterogeneous cluster resource performance.   

 
 
 
 

                 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Architecture of an Effective Data Emplacement and Classification Approach 
The Map Reduces model launches with different configurations and considers the ones that 

complete data processing in less execution time as good setting. To accelerate the execution speed 
and avoid trapping in local optimum, the model uses genetic functions crossover and mutation to 
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generate data classification configurations for streaming the data. Hadoop has been used to 
perform comprehensive evaluations with representative MapReduce architecture.  
Distributed Unbalanced Scheduling framework 
              MapReduce is a distributed parallel programming model originally designed for 
processing a large volume of data in a heterogeneous cloud environment. Based on the default, 
Hadoop framework, a large number of parameters need to be set before a processing of the 
imbalance data to cluster in the available resources. These parameters control the behaviours of 
data classification on obtaining resource characteristics including their memory allocation, level 
of concurrency, I/O optimisation, and the usage of network bandwidth. In Hadoop, there are more 
than 190 configuration parameters, which determine the settings of the Hadoop cluster, describe a 
MapReduce job to the Hadoop framework, and optimise the data classification.   

Cluster-level parameters specify the organisation of a Hadoop cluster and some long-term 
static settings. Changes to such parameters require rebooting the cluster to take effect. Data 
classification parameters which considered as job level parameters determine the overall execution 
settings, such as input format, number of map/reduce tasks, and failure handling. These parameters 
are relatively easier to tune and have uniform effect on all imbalance and exploring data even in a 
heterogeneous cloud environment. Task level parameters which related to the conceptual changes 
in data or theme of data, control the fine-grained task execution (data classification) on individual 
nodes and can possibly be changed independently and on-the-fly at runtime. Parameter tuning 
which is considered as data pre-processing at the task level opens up opportunities for improving 
performance in heterogeneous environments using multi-node cluster index structures.  
Multi-node Cluster Index Structure  

Multi-node cluster index structure set the configuration parameters to default values 
assuming a reasonably sized cluster and typical MapReduce jobs. Cluster indexing will predefine 
number of map and reduce slots for the task execution on the resource node based on the 
capabilities.  

Each cluster has different processing capability and optimised task configurations can be 
quite different across sub clusters.  The cluster index is represented in the Eq (1) & (2) as order to 
the resource providing maximum execution cost.  
                      C (i) = Sort. Resource (percentage)..................... Eq (1) 
                      C (i) = Sort. Resource (task runtime).................. Eq (2) 

Task configurations with high fitness values have been indexed to the resources. Cluster 
index structure for a task with inherently more job can be even harmful to normal tasks as 
allocating more memory to normal tasks. Cluster index will cost-effectively analyse large amounts 
of data without creating large infrastructures of their own. Virtual node will have capacity varying 
based on the collocated jobs. The two important cluster index structures are as follows  

(i) Tasks belonging to the same job run with different configurations matching the 
capabilities of the hosting machines 

(ii) The configurations of individual tasks dynamically change to search for the optimal 
settings 
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2.3. Imbalance Data Classification   
Imbalance data is considered as task. The multiple tasks with different configurations 

concurrently reproduce new configurations based on the information of completed task on the 
cluster. The reproduction of generations is directed by a genetic algorithm which ensures that the 
good configurations in prior generations are preserved in new generations for the resource cluster 
based multi-node cluster index value. Each sub cluster has different processing capability; the 
optimised task configurations can be quite different across sub clusters.   

Task-level parameters control the behaviour of task execution, which is critical to the 
Hadoop. Task-level parameters which have significant performance impact the resource mapping.  
The Task distribution to Map is given by Eq (3), 

TD = 𝐷 K   .................................................. Eq (3) 

        Where Dk is the document instance or data instance on the cluster 
                    K is the cluster  

TR = T + 𝐾 rand + log   .................... Eq (4) 

Task on reduce function is computed randomly by using Eq (4.4) as well logarithmically 
at different task configurations. Scheduling on the heterogeneous cluster is to minimize job 
execution time, task completion time.  
Algorithm 1: Imbalance Data Scheduling  
Step 1: Compute the fitness for each job  
Step 2:  If (jobs== fitness value) 

Determine slot availability & Select two configuration candidates as parents; 
Else  

Determine Crossover and Mutation operations; 
Use the obtained new generation Cnew to assign task 

End if 
Step 3: Iterate until the running job is completed 

Genetic is applied to scheduling in order to minimize job execution time and task 
completion time. Further longer task completion time does not necessarily indicate a worse 
configuration as some tasks are inherently longer to complete.  

Most cases task misconfigurations are related to task memory allocations and incur 
excessive data spill operations. Finally fitness function does not address the issue of data skew due 
to non-uniform record distributions in task inputs.  
2.4. Task Clustering  

Performance Based Sampling (PBS) approach uses genetic algorithm to search the optimal 
task-level configurations for heterogeneous cloud resources. MapReduce jobs composed of 
multiple clusters of map tasks. The execution of individual task T is denoted by its parameter set 
C. A set candidate Ci consisting of a number of selected parameters represents a task configuration 
set which is represented by the Eq (5), 
              Ci = [g1,g2,g3....gn]  ....................... Eq (5) 
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An initial configuration of randomly generated candidates for the task assignment has been 
initiated for genetic process. Further it evolves individual task configuration to breed good 
solutions during each interval by using the genetic reproduction operations. Fitness of all 
completed tasks has been computed on the each resource.  
Task Scheduling using PCA 

The constraints for task scheduling using Principle Component Analysis are as follows: 

 Available slot in the cluster selects two configuration candidates as task execution 
configuration 

 The new generation configuration candidates by using the proposed genetic 
reproduction operations assign the task with the new generated configuration set to the 
available slot 

The crossover operator determines how task are exchanged between the resources to create 
those offspring’s. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: General Task Regrouping 
The mutation allows for random alteration of task. While the selection and hybrid 

administrators tend to improve the quality of the task execution in the new generation and force 
convergence, transformation tends to bring in divergence. The figure 4.3 represents the general 
task regrouping. 
Resource Selection for Task Placement  

Towards ensuring the capacity of the queues for various jobs, capacity scheduler can also 
achieve fairness, however it requires a progressively control over the cluster. 

The candidates with good fitness values to have a higher probability of being selected as 
resource cluster for data emplacement. The selection module ensures reproduction of more highly 
fit candidates compared to the number of less fit candidates. Roulette Wheel (RW) mechanism 
fitness f(Ci) is the fitness of completed task performance in the candidate population, its probability 
of being selected  by the Eq (6),  

Pi = 
( )

∑ ( )
  ................................. Eq (6) 

Where P is the number of tasks completed  
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A crossover function is used to cut the sequence of elements from two chosen candidates 
and swap them to produce two new candidates. Crossover operation is employed for each 
individual resource. Relative fitness crossover is computed instead of absolute fitness crossover 
operation, because it moderates the selection pressure and controls the rate of convergence. 
Crossover operation is exercised on configuration candidates with a probability, known as 
crossover probability. The figure 4 depicts the Genetic Scheduling of the MapReduce Cluster. 
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Figure 4: Genetic Scheduling for MapReduce Cluster 
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Figure 5: Task Regrouping based PSO 

Instead of performing task by task mutation at each generation of the resource cluster, a 
random resource cluster is generated for each individual task. If R represents the population of the 
task is larger than the mutation probability, the particular individual undergoes the mutation 
process.  

Otherwise, the mutation operation involves replacing a randomly chosen parameter with a 
new value generated randomly in its search space. This process prevents premature convergence 
of the population and helps mutation sample the entire solution space using PSO. The figure 5 
represents the Task Regrouping using PSO.  
Adaptive Task Tuning  

Roulette Wheel selection mechanism has a higher probability of selecting good candidates. 
However, this approach still results in too many task evaluations, which in turn reduces the speed 
of convergence in order to avoid those challenges, adaptive task tuning is performed as task 
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regrouping. The frequency of the re-grouping is determined by two factors: the dynamics of task 
inference and mutation in the scheduling and another one is due to the size of the virtual 
MapReduce cluster. The heuristic for task regrouping are as follows 
 Heuristics  

 The re-grouping should be more frequent correspondingly so as to capture dynamic 
capacity changes of the virtual nodes which has not occur or less occur when the size of 
the virtual cluster is small 

 Dynamic capacity change of the virtual nodes has been formulated by  

Change of task order = 𝑝(𝑚) +
𝑝𝑖

𝐶𝑖
+

𝑝(𝐶𝑖 − (𝐶𝑖 − 1))𝑥

𝐶𝑖
 

In addition to non-met heuristic scheduling algorithms, an alternative is the heuristic 
scheduling algorithms that can be used to provide better scheduling plans than do the rule-based 
scheduling algorithms for resource scheduling.  
Algorithm 2: Dynamic Task Regrouping  
Inputs: K: Number of groups (initialise k=2); M: Number of VMs in a virtual cluster. 
Step 1:  Randomly choose k VMs in the cluster as k groups 
Step 2:  Repeat if (VM ≠ Cluster group) 

Then  
Assign the VM to the Resource Cluster; 
Update the mean of the group; 

End if  
until the minimum mean of the group is achieved; 

 Step 3: Continue if (number of cluster is fixed ) 
Then Compute: Task ordering| Task regrouping 

End if  
Task Regrouping  
Parallel Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimisation  

Parallel Hybrid Particle Swarm Optimisation (PHPSO) is a fine-grained resource-aware 
MapReduce scheduler that divides tasks into phases, where each phase has a constant resource 
usage profile. It performs scheduling at the phase level which exhibit the significance of phase-
level scheduling by demonstrating the resource usage variability within the lifetime of a task 
utilising a wide-range of MapReduce jobs.  
Algorithm 3: PHPSO Based Task Regrouping 
Step 1:  Assign No. of Particles – No .of Tasks 
Step 2:  Compute Search Space – No. of Resources  
Step 3:  Each task (particle) treated as point in N dimensional Space  
Step 4: Each particle organises its best solution based on fitness function is treated as pbest  
Step 5: Any particle organised in the particular space based on fitness function is treated a gbest  
Step 6: Particle is iterated to attain the pbest locations and gbest locations by random weight 

assignment at each iteration – Position Modification  
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Step 7:  Compute Vi
k+1 = wVi

k +c1 rand1(…) x (pbesti-si
k) + c2 rand2(…) x (gbest-si

k)  
              Where  
              Vi

k : velocity (speed) of  operator i at iteration k,                                                                                                  
  w : weighting capacity,                                                                                                                                                                                             
  cj  : weighting factor,                                                                                                                        
  rand  : consistently distributed random number between 0 and 1,                                                                             
  si

k  : current position of operator i at iteration k,                                                                           
  pbesti  : pbest of operator i,                                                                                                                           
  gbest : gbest of the group 
Step 8:  w = wMax-[(wMax-wMin) x iter]/maxIter      

 Where  
wMax  : initial weight, 

            wMin  : final weight, 
  maxIter : maximum iteration number, 

             iter  : current iteration number 
Step 9:  si

k+1 = si
k + Vi

k+1           
A large inertia weight (w) facilitates an entire resource search while a small inertia weight 

facilitates a cluster search. By straightly decreasing the inertia weight from a relatively large value 
to a small value through the course of the PSO run provides the best PSO performance compared 
with fixed inertia weight settings.  
Bipartite Remodeling  

A weighted bipartite graph is to represent the scheduling (allocation) relationship between 
the task and resource on Service Level Agreement (SLA) and its strategies for efficient data 
emplacement and redistribution. The resource management is carried to manage resource slots 
which minimize the energy consumed when executing the application achieve optimal schedules. 
Algorithm 4:  Bipartite graph modelling 
Step 1:   Collect the running map and reduces tasks of such jobs for each task t of T  
Step 2:   Do calculate ft ← Find the feasible slots of t 
Step 3:   Collect ft in F 
Step 4:   Form a weight bipartite graph based on the T and F 

 
Multiple jobs may submit their map or reduce tasks. These tasks will be allocated to 

appropriate slots without violating their respective map or reduce deadlines. The proposed adaptive 
deadline partition can re-calculate the new reduce deadline after the map phase. According to the 
new reduce deadline, the reduce tasks can take precedence to obtain the correspondingly feasible 
slots. After performing the node group technique, a reduced weighted bipartite graph is formed. 
Then, the heuristic algorithm slots the edges of the graph in increasing order of their corresponding 
weights.  

Next, the algorithm runs in iteration. In each iteration, the edge with the lowest weight is 
selected. The corresponding task group and slot group on the selected edges are recorded. The 
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selected edge is then removed from the graph. Finally, the algorithm terminates when no edges 
exist in the graph.  
Task Partitioning and Task Selection   

The data is partitioned into groups or partitions using following strategies, such as the 
feature with inconsistent task value which has been considered as non actionable element to the 
node using push based method, which in composing task selection and task partitioning to reduce 
task characteristics. The figure 4.6 indicates the Task Reduction Process using Push Based Method. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 6: Task Reduction Process using Push Based Method  
The reduced feature has to abide with the cases to aggregate the space of the task manager with 

retaining the important features. Application of the system performance can be improved on two 
dimensional task characteristics correlations. The correlation of the task function is calculated based 
on the similarity and distance function using correlation coefficient of the task parameter. The 
coefficient measures of the correlation between pairs of parameter value to remove one of two highly 
correlated data in the resource scheduler. 
MapReduce Framework utilizing KNN Classification  

The K Nearest Neighbour classification is modelled to compute the distance between the 
two tasks in the mapper’s function which is considered using vector space model as it has ability 
to compute the similarity task for resource node.  After computing the distance between the task 
and resources, sorting has to be made in ascending order to extract the results on the task.  
Algorithm 5: Data processing using KNN classification  
Input  
Initialise the cluster centre () 
Form clusters () based on cluster centre  
For all data points   
 Process  

Take training data set <ds, f(ds)> 
Take testing data set <ds, f(ds)> 
Set N to sample values 
Assign the learning rate LER 
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Assign N value for cross validation 
Attribute values Normalize by standard deviation 

Set feature weights for each cluster 
Normalize the features 
Set random Values vi For each attribute ATi 
Divide the training examples into N sets 
By cross validation Train the Values 
For Each pair Ek in N, do 
Assign Ek = Validation pair 
For each sample xi in N such that xi does not belong to Ek do 
Based on the Euclidean distance find the K nearest neighbors  
Return the class values that represents the maximum of the k instances 
If actual class(ac)Not Equal to  predicted class(pc) then apply gradient descent 
Err = no of partitions Predicted(P) 
Class 
For each vk 

vk = vk + LER * Err * Ek  
where  Ek is the query attribute value 

LER is the Least Error Rate 
Output : Then form cluster based on the features weights. 

KNN classification has been carried out with the different strategies used to finally 
compute and sort distances efficiently using MapReduce for reduced overhead of the scheduler. 
These different strategies can be divided into two categories, depending on the number of jobs 
they require for load balancing. 
4. Result and Discussion 

In this approach, data processing model has been applied with dataset of 50GB is used for 
conveniently calculating the data retrieval cost of a job. The experiments in heterogeneous cloud 
environments with parameter setting on Hadoop represent the performance variability associated 
with them. It is used to obtain the optimal solution for the deadline constrained task scheduling to 
the MapReduce framework. Table 1 provides the Performance Values of the Effective Data 
Emplacement and Classification approach. 

  
Table 1: Performance Values of the Effective Data Emplacement and Classification 

approach 

Technique 
Job Transfer 
Time in ms 

Job Elapsed 
Time in ms 

VM 
Utilization in 

mb 

Execution 
Time in ms 

Sampling  based Load 
Balancing (SLB) 
approach 

25.32 ms 5.25 ms 12.56 mb 45.25 ms 
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Effective Data 
Emplacement and 
Classification (EDEC) 
approach  

21.32 ms 1.56 ms 9.56 mb 28.98 ms 

 

The proposed approach handles multiple jobs on adopting the FIFO and Fair schedulers to 
extend the performance. In addition, the model estimates the available slots for serving the job to 
meet job deadline. Further constraints utilise the slot heterogeneous performance to assign each 
task to the best suitable slot. Storage management in the cluster is to serve better on the task 
evolutions. Data placement constraint is used to determine the hidden features of the job which 
hide the unobserved features of the dataset which can be even eliminated as non valuable feature 
on estimating the hardware properties of the computing platform. It can be considered as resource 
sampling technique for the effective task redistribution. The figure 7 represents the Performance 
Evaluation of the EDEC approach against SLB approach in terms of Job Transfer Time. 

The generated feature can be categorised as mixture model for the virtual machine for 
effective utilisation of the slot, in that each feature from the mixture can be selected as important 
structure for VM formation is represented as follows.   

                       , . . . ,  x X ,  x X |  x ]F[X 1-t1-ttt11t   t  

                               ]F[X 1t  = 0011  x X ,  x X   

Where Xt is the feature at the collection of the mixture generated from the unobserved 
features.  The fitness constraint has been derived for each job execution in the VM allotted.  
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Figure 7: Performance Evaluation of the EDEC approach against SLB approach in terms 

of Job Transfer Time 

Constraints: 
 Selection of the Data Instance = Objective Function (Fitness constraints)  
 For feature of the Feature vector  
  Feature = fitness of VM class 1 
End for  
For all feature based fitness 

Probability of feature in VM class1 | VM class2 
End for  

The constraint is needed to calculate the number of slots required for each job on the 
particular VM class. The figure 8 represents the Performance Evaluation of the EDEC approach 
against SLB approach in terms of VM Utilization. 
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Figure 8: Performance Evaluation of the EDEC approach against SLB approach in terms 
of VM Utilization  

The VM classification is non parametric method for generation of the VM classes for 
deadline constrained task towards execution in the effective resources. The feature selection is 
generated using linear discriminate analysis and fisherman discriminate model for available 
resource pool for the task execution. The resource feature generated is stored in the feature vector 
to make acts as decision data for VM class generation and towards processing the task.   

Markov Property has been enabled to generate the set of different instance for the task 
feature selected from the unobserved instance for execution in the specified VM. The unobserved 
feature can be categorised as important feature based on the some correlation. It follows the both 
forward and backward procedure.  
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Figure 9: Performance Evaluation of the EDEC approach against SLB approach in terms 
of Execution Time 

The VM feature transition probabilities from familiar to unobserved VM may be carried 
out using markov property analysis against slot computation time.  The figure 9 represents the 
Performance Evaluation of the EDEC approach against SLB approach in terms of Execution Time. 

Identifying the K value for Effective job Transfer 

K value is determined through the number of the occurrence of the feature for the specified 
task on the available resource feature space, which can be termed as distinct features. It is capable 
of processing complex jobs.  K value can act as class membership for VM slot and it can accept 
only task with specified deadlines. The resource feature space contains the all available resource 
instance and classifies new instance for the task execution based on the bandwidth availability 
measure.  The feature vector (selection vector) is classified by assigning the label which is the 
most frequent among the k training samples nearest to that task initialisation point. 

 Criteria to select a Neighbour feature 

Proposed redistribution approach is able to handle a large number of resource features and 
dynamic time evolving task. However, making a prediction based on the relevant feature for the 
job characteristics on thousands of feature instance is complex. Therefore, when the number of 
VM reaches a certain amount, a selection of the best neighbours has to be made on the selected 
neighbour of feature for the job. Two techniques, correlation-thresholding and best-n-neighbour, 
can be used to determine which neighbour to select in the feature vector for particular job.  
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The first technique selects only those neighbours correlation which is greater than a given 
threshold. The second technique selects the best n neighbours with the highest correlation in the 
feature similarity.  

Most commonly used distance metric is for continuous feature is Euclidean distance and 
for discrete feature is hamming distance for task execution. The irrelevant feature still exists in the 
classifier for task execution. It produces the result with strong consistency.  

Probabilistic methods are the most fundamental among all data classification methods for 
task scheduling. Probabilistic classification algorithms use statistical inference to find the best 
class of resources for the task execution. In addition to simply assigning the best class like other 
classification algorithms, probabilistic classification algorithms will yield a relating posterior 
probability of the test occurrence being an individual from each of the possible classes of resources. 

The posterior probability is defined as the probability after observing the specific 
characteristics of the test instance of task. On the other hand, the prior probability is simply the 
fraction of training records belonging to each particular class on redistribution cycle with no 
knowledge of the test instance. After obtaining the posterior probabilities, decision theory is used 
to determine class membership for each new instance on task computing.  

Basically, there are two ways in which one can estimate the posterior probabilities which 
effective value for job elapsed time on the set of resources. The figure 10 represents the 
Performance Evaluation of the EDEC approach against SLB approach in terms of Job Elapsed 
Time. 
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Figure 10: Performance Evaluation of the EDEC approach against SLB approach in terms 
of Job Elapsed Time 

In the first case, the posterior probability of a particular class is estimated by determining the class-
conditional probability and the prior class separately and then applying Bayes’ theorem to find the 
parameters. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, a detailed architecture based on the data emplacement and redistribution has been 
carried out by implementation on heterogeneous Hadoop clusters. The proposed architecture is 
improving the performance on processing the large set of imbalance data through dynamic task 
partitioning and task regrouping on inclusions of scheduling and classification model. Those 
models have reduced the system complexity with high scalability on the cluster tasks. Clusters 
have been generated with least data instances.  
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